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Abstract 
Johnson’s homomorphism rk of the subgroup of the mapping class group of surfaces is defined 
via the action on the lower central series of the fundamental group. We give some descriptions 
of rk by using the Magnus expansion and thereby give a geometric meaning to it in terms of the 
Massey products on mapping tori of the corresponding mapping classes. 
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0. Introduction 
Let C be a compact oriented surface of genus g with one boundary component 3.E. 
The mapping class group M,,r is the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms 
of the surface C which fix aE pointwisely modulo isotopies which do the same. Let rt 
denote the fundamental group rr1 (C), which is a free group of rank 2g and H the first 
integral homology group HI (22; Z). The mapping class group M,, I acts naturally on I-j 
by automorphisms. Then we have a representation 
p : M,,, + Aut(rl). 
Let {rk}k be the lower central series of FJ, that is, rk+] = [rk, I’I] for any IC 3 1. Then 
M,, I acts on Ft /rk naturally so that we have a series of representations 
pk : M,,, + Aut(rl/rk) for any k E {2,3, .}. 
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Let M(k) c M,,I denote the subgroup Kerpk. We can consider the quotient groups 
M,,@(k) 2 I mp,, as approximations of M,,l. Let & denote the quotient module 
rk/rk+l. Since [rk, rk] C [rk, Fl] = rk+l, the quotient group CI, is abelian. In terms 
of these notations, we have Johnson’s homomorphism 
rk : M(k) -+ Hom(H, &). 
In [4], Johnson states that -rk can be described via Massey products of mapping tori and 
gives such descriptions for 7-2 and rs. Our motivations for this work were to understand 
Johnson’s descriptions of 7-2 and 7s and to prove the general assertion for rk. Our approach 
differs from that suggested by Johnson. As a consequence of our approach, we give a 
precise, direct and computable, description for rrc via Massey products of mapping tori 
for any Ic 3 2. 
Now we describe the contents of this paper briefly. In Section 1 we recall a definition 
of Johnson’s homomorphisms. In Section 2 we give a description of Johnson’s homomor- 
phisms by using the Magnus expansions. In Section 3 we review the theory of Massey 
products. In Section 4 we give the connection between Johnson’s homomorphisms and 
the Massey products of the mapping tori. 
The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor Shigeyuki Morita for 
his encouragement and many useful suggestions. He also thanks the referee for helpful 
comments and suggestions. This research was supported by JSPS research fellowships 
for Young Scientists. 
1. Johnson’s homomorphisms 
In this section we recall the definition of the Johnson’s homomorphism rk : M(k) + 
Hom(H, Lk). See Johnson [3,4] and Morita [5,6] for details. 
First for any C$ E M(k), we define the homomorphism r,(d) : H + Lk. We choose 
a representative y E ri for any given element [r] E H = r]/rz. Then the condition 
that the mapping class 4 belongs to the subgroup M(k) = Ker(M,,t + Aut(rt/rk)) 
implies that &(y)y-’ E rk. Let [&(y)y-‘1 d enote the image of &(y)y-r in & under 
the projection rk + LI, = rk/rk+] Then we define the image T,(~)(Y) E LI, by 
r,(+)(Y) = [ti*(-d+]’ 
Lemma 1.1. The map -r,(d)) : PI + LCI, is a homomorphism. 
Proof. For any two elements y, y’ E rt , by the definition of rk(4), 
~k(wYY’) =[4*W)W-‘1 = [9*(r)b*(r’)f’y’] 
Since & (y’)y’-’ E rk, it commutes with y-’ in &. Then we have 
Tk(~)h-d =[h(?%-‘bh’)f-‘1 = T?&)(y) -t&$)(f). 
This completes the proof. 0 
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Then we have the homomorphism r,(4) : H + & for any 4 E M(k). We give the 
structure of a group to Hom(H, Lk) as follows. For any f, g E Hom(H, CC,), we define 
f + g by (f + g)(z) = f(z) + g(s) for each 3: E H. 
Proposition 1.2. The map rk : M(k) + Hom(H, ck) is a homomorphism. 
Proof. For any two q$11, E M(k) and any element [r] E H, 
7,(bb)([+d) = [4*(lct*(d)?-‘] 
= [~*(~*(r)r_‘)~*(r)r_‘1 
= 4*([+*(r)r-‘3) + [4*(YW]. 
Since 4 E M(k) C M(2), it acts trivially on H = rl/r2 and also trivially on Ck. 
Hence we have 
Qw)(Y) = [$*(rW] + [4*(r,r-‘1 
= 7,(dh) + Tk($)(Y). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.2. 0 
Definition 1.3. This homomorphism 7k : M(k) + Hom(H, C,) is called the Johnson’s 
homomorphism. 
2. Magnus expansion and the Johnson’s homomorphisms 
In this section we give a description of the Johnson’s homomorphisms by using the 
Magnus expansion. Hereafter we fix a free basis {fyi, . . . , azg} of rt and denote the 
corresponding homology classes by (51, . , XQ}, which constitute a basis of H. Let 
be the augmentation map and 
a 
aal 
LZ[r,]+ z 
""' acu2, 
the Fox’s free derivatives where Z[ri] is the group ring of pt over Z. We denote briefly 
the composition map E& . & by Ed, _,, 3r. The following lemma is easily proved 
by using the induction on?. 
31 > I 
Lemma 2.1. For any two elements A, p E Z[rl], 
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Let X denote the associated ring of formal power series in the noncommutative 
ables tl,. . . , TV and XI, the submodule of the degree k part. 
vari- 
Definition 2.2. The Magnus expansion is the homomorphism m : Z[Tl] + X defined by 
m(A) = &(A) + cEi(X)ti + 5 El,m(4tlrm + ‘. 
1=1 l,TTl=l 
for any X E Z[Pl]. 
Remark. It is well known that the Magnus expansion m is injective. See Fenn [l] for 
details. 
By the induction on k, 1 and Lemma 2.1, we can easily prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. For any two elements y, y’ E rk, 
(l)if1 < k, thenEj ,,,,,, jL(y) =Oforan)ljl,..., j, with 1 <jl,..., j, <2g, 
(2) if 1 G k, E3, __., 31 (77’) = Ej, ,,._, j (7) + Ej, ,,._, 3, (7’1, 
(3)if~~ ,,,_,, j,(7)=Oforanyj~ ,..., j, with 1 <jl,..., jk62g, thenyErk+l. 
By the above lemmas, we can easily prove that J!& is a submodule of Xk. The inclusion 
map mk : ck -+ xk is induced by 
rk 3 7 I--) c &jl,...,jkb)tj, . . .tj, (5 xk. 
J.1 >...>ik 
Definition 2.4. We define the map ?,(c$) : H -+ XI, by 
‘,($)([Yl) =m,(Tk(8([Y1)) 
=c E. 3,,...,jle (4*(47-‘)% . . .tj,. 
5>...>ik 
It is obvious that Tk is the same as Johnson’s homomorphism rk. 
Remark. In [6], Morita gave the description of 7k via the Magnus representation 
of M,,l. 
3. Massey products 
Let (X, Y) be a pair of topological spaces. In this section we will only give the 
definition of the Massey product 
H’(X,Y)C+. . @ Hl(X, Y) + P(X, Y) 
since these are the only dimensions which we will use. See Fenn [ 11 for general definition. 
We assume that the coefficient ring of cohomology or homology groups is always the 
integers Z and omit coefficients for simplicity. 
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Let U1,. . . ,I$ E H’(X, Y) be cohomology classes and al, . . , ak E C’ (X, Y) 
cocycle representatives of 2Lt ) . . . , uk respectively. We take a collection of cochains, 
A = (a(i, j)) for 1 6 i 6 j < JC and (i, j) f (1, !c) as follows. 
(1) a(i,i) = a, for any i E { 1,. . . ,k}. 
(2) a(i, j) E C’(X, Y). 
(3) Sa(i, j) = C”,z: a(i, r) U a(r + 1, j). 
The 2-dimensional cocycle c(A) is defined by 
k-l 
c(A) = xa(l,r) Ua(r + 1,/c) 
7.=1 
for such a collection A. 
Definition 3.1. This collection A is called a defining set for the Massey product 
(IL1 > . . . , ‘1~~). The k-fold Massey product (~1, . . . , IL& is said to be defined if it has 
some defining set A. If so, the Massey product is defined to be the subset of H2(X, Y) 
consisting of the values c(A) of all such defining sets A. 
Remark. 
(1) The single Massey product (~1) is just defined to be ~1 and its defining set is 
any cocycle representative of ut. The 2-fold Massey product (~1, q) is the cup product 
Ur u u2. 
(2) If a sufficient number of smaller Massey products vanish, then (~1, . . . , uk> is 
uniquely defined. See Fenn [l] for the details. 
4. Description of TV in terms of Massey products 
In this section we give the description of -rk (k > 2) via the Massey product of 
mapping tori. We fix a mapping class 4 E M(k). Let IV, be its mapping torus, namely 
C x [0, l] with z x (0) glued to &(a~) x { 1). W e ive the natural orientation on [O, l] g’ 
and locally the orientation on IV, as the product orientation. Since any mapping class 
4 E M(k) (k: 3 2) t rivially acts on H = Hr (cl), its mapping torus W+ is an oriented 
homology C x S’. But the structure of Massey products may be different from that of 
c x s’. 
We fixed a free basis { ~1, . . . , a~) of T, = TI(C>. Since rl(W,) is a semi-direct 
product of rt and ~1 (S’), we obtain the following presentation of it: 
Tl pv#J) = (cyl,. * * ?Q29,5 [ai,hlg*j~ljar’,...,[ q3>~14*(“2&-g’} 
where h is derived from “1 (St). If we denote by zi (respectively y) the homology class 
of CQ (respectively h), then 
forms a basis of Hr (IV,), because it is the abelianization of ~1 (W+). Further let 
{Cl&_. x&7 Y*J 
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be the dual basis of {zi , . . , xzg, y} on Hom(Hi (W@); Z) S H’ (IV,) and let 
{JIY~,<2g~ 
be a basis of H2 ( lV+) which corresponds to the relations 
{[~I,hlb*(CUl)a;‘,...,[a29,hl0*(az,)LY;:}. 
Our main theorem of this paper is the following. 
Theorem 4.1. For any i = 1,. . ,2g, 
Q$)(Xi) = c (($,>. . ,x;k)3<i)tj, .-tj, 
31l...>jk 
where ( , ) is the dual pairing of H2(Wb) and H2(W4). 
Proof. To prove the main theorem, we show the following formula: 
E. 3,,,..,3k (4*(Qlik+) = (($,>.‘. ,x;,,:Ei) 
for any ji, . . . , jk. 
First we define the group 71 by 
Tt = (CY,). . . ,o2g I4*(o&yI’,... > d*(o2g)c$). 
We note that its relation 4* (ct.i)cri’ belongs to r,$ for any i with 1 < i < 29. Let K 
denote the 2-dimensional CW-complex associated to the above presentation of 7,. Let 
(‘5 1 . , F2g) 
be a basis of Hz(K) which corresponds to the relations 
{~I(Ly,)(Y11,...,~*(~2g)cy~‘}. 
Here we can construct a continuous map 
f:W,+K 
with the following properties: 
(1) Its induced homomorphism 
f+ : XI (W,) + ~1 (K) = FI 
on the fundamental groups is the canonical projection. 
(2) Its induced homomorphism on the homology groups 
f* : H2(W4) -+ H2(K) 
satisfies 
f*(C) = i;. 
for any i with 1 < i 6 29. 
This map f can be constructed explicitly as follows. First we note that E is homotopy 
equivalent to a wedge B of 2g circles and c5 induces the mapping class II, on B. Then 
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IV, is homotopy equivalent to the mapping torus 2~ of a map $. On the other hand, 
it is easy to see that 2~ is homotopy equivalent to the 2-dimensional CW-complex L 
associated to the presentation of 7r1 (IV,) given as above. Hence, to construct f, we may 
assume that W+ is equal to L. At this point, we can construct f in an obvious cellular 
manner: 
(0) The unique O-cell of L is mapped to the unique O-cell of K. 
(1) The l-cell of L corresponding to the generator CQ of ~1 (W,) is mapped homeo- 
morphically to the corresponding l-cell of K. 
(1’) The l-cell of L corresponding to the generator h of ~1 (Wd) is mapped to the 
unique O-cell of K. 
(2) The 2-cell of L corresponding to the relation [c~i, h]&(ai)cxi’ for 7rr (W,) is 
mapped by a degree 1 map to the 2-cell of K corresponding to the relation &(cu,)cY~ 
for 7,. 
Now we write the homology class of cyi in rl to ICY, which belongs to Hr (K), 
for simplicity. Similarly we write the dual class of z, in Hr (K) to a$. By the above 
construction of f, it is easy to see that 
f*(zcj) = z; 
for any j with 1 < j Q 29. 
In [2], Fenn and Sjerve studied the relationships among Massey products, lower central 
series of free groups and the Fox’s free derivatives. Applying their result to our situation, 
we get the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.2. For any 1 with 2 < 1 < k, the Massey product (XT,, . , x;[), which 
belongs to H’(K), is identically equal to 0. On the other hand, any lc-fold Massey 
product (x* x* ) is uniquely dejned and its evaluation on <% E Hz(K) is given by 
31”“’ 3h 
We pull back this equality to H*(W4) via the map f and then we can easily prove 
the following by the naturality of the Massey products. Namely we have 
E- 3 ,),,.( i,(~*(ai)ayl)=((zj,:...,zJ*),~~) 
=((x2,,...,2,*,),f*((i)) 
=(f”(2,,...,xSc)‘~i) 
=((f*(~5,),...,f*(~,*,)).6i) 
=((+..,2;&5). 
Therefore we obtain the main results. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
Since the image of H*(K) in H* (W,) under the map f* factors through the canonical 
restriction map 
H*(W+, aw,) + H*(W++), 
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we have the following corollary. It gives a certain relation of the algebraic structure of 
the mapping class group M,,t with a topological structure of mapping tori. 
Corollary 4.3. For any 4 E M,?,, the mapping class 4 belongs to the subgroup 
M (k + 1) if and only ifall lth Massey products of 
H’(W$, aw,)@” + P(W,, aw,) -+ IP(W,) 
vanish for any 1 with 1 < 1 < Ic. 
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